Wrapping Process Equipment
FlowPack ‘S’
suitable for the wrapping of a large variety of products from after
dinner chocolates to larger bars
The Loynds Flow Pack machine is suitable for the wrapping of a large variety of products from
after dinner chocolates to larger bars. The machine has a speed of 20 to 280 wraps per minute.
Although this flow pack is usually hand-fed and runs at a lower speed, it can be fitted with
automatic feeds such as magazine and vibration bowl.
The Flow Pack machine is a horizontal wrapping machine ideal for wrapping various bar shaped
items whether they are small or large.
The machine comes complete with an adjustable folding box, print registration unit and keypad
input to change pack lengths. The display gives product wrapping. It is fitted with zigzag blades
and mounted on wheels with screw-down anchor feet.

Features
A SICK print registration unit.
Length of pack altered by keypad
SICK print registration system
Product wrap counter
Adjustable folding box
Fitted with zig-zag paper knives
Powered by 220v single phase electrics
Speed variable via electric controller
End of wrapping material sensor
Mounted on screw down anchor feet

Options
Date Printer
Cartridge feeding device
Euroslot hole punch
Various Automatic Feed Systems
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FlowPack ‘S’
Specifications
Overall Height
1450mm
Overall Length
4350mm
Overall Width
950mm
1450mm

Material
Painted Frame, Stainless Steel Contact Parts

Output
Max 280 per minute depending on product and feed configuration
Weight
600kg
Uses
For the automatic wrapping of pre-formed candies / chocolates / bars in a
flow pack wrapper.

4350mm
950mm
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